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To (1155 »l0/tom it may concern:4

` the. phonographs hitherto "used and provide

Be it known that l', VALDEMAR PoULsEN¢a _simpler and better-acting apparat-us.
_
su bjectof the Ki ngof Den mark, residing atCo
As is well known, in the usual phonographs
penhngen, in the Kingdom of Denmark, have the vibrations of air transmitted to a mem-_.
'5 invented certain new and useful ’Improve brane are caused by means of suitable me.
‘ments` in Methods of and Apparatus for Ef

chanical parts to make indentations in ia re

_ fearing -the Storing np of Speech or Signals

ceptive body, which indeutations can canse

by Maguctically Influencing Magnetizable

a membrane to repeat the said vibrations by

Bodies, (for which I have applied for patents suitable mechanical means. Mechanical' al
ro in England, No. 8,961, dated April 28, 1899; terations of such bodies, however, give rise
in Germany, dated Decemberi), 1898; in Aus to disturbing noises; which apart from the '

tria, dated April 22, 1899; in I‘Iungary, No. expense offsuch apparatus is o'neof the p'rin56,494,dated May 1,1899; in France, 190,276,184, cipal reasons why the phonograph has not

‘

" da'ted April 26, 189i); in Belgium, No. 111,719, _ come more extensively. into use. ‘

i5 dated April 26, 1899; in italy, dated ‘f'lVIay'2,y
In the accompanying drawings oneform _of'
1899; in 'Spain,dated April 26, 1899; in Por this invention is illustrated.
tugal, dated May 8, 1899; in Switzerland, No.
4Figure 1 is a front elevation and partial'.
21,005,-dated April 25, 1899; in Russia,dated section of the phonographic apparatus. Fig.
April 26, 1899; in Norway, No. 11,076, dated 2‘is a section on lineiazw of Fig. l looking up.
2o >.April 26, 1899; in Sweden, dat'ed March 20, Fig. _3 is a section on line y y of Fig. 1 Alook
_ ' 1899, and inDenrnark, No. 1,260, dated De

Fig. 3”' isa
_ detail viewof the elecà'
Fig. 4 is a section
on line 4 4 of Fig. 5.“ _ Fig. 5 is a section ‘on‘
ing down,

cember 1, 1898,) of which the following is a tromagnet and its carrier.
specification. ‘

.

'

It has long been possible to transmit 'mes- line 5 5 of Fig. 4. _ Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic ’
sages, signals, &c., by electrical means.
t representation of electrical connections de
The present invention represents avery es-` signed for the purpose of explaining the mode
sential advance in this branch of science, as . of operation of the invention.

it provides for receiving and temporarily stor
In the apparatus illustrated the paramag-`
ing messages and the- like by magnetically `netic body used consists of a’steel wire which

1_*30 -exciting paramagnetic bodies. The solution

is spira'lly wound ona'drum.

- ,

of 'this problem is based on the discovery that ' ‘ The construction of the apparatus is as fol

a paramagnectic body, such as a steel wire

forA ribbon, which is moved past an electro
1

_ magnet connected with an electric or mag

lows:

_

'

_

a indicates a casing for a‘clockwork, one
of the wheels of which ’is indicated by _a2 ' '

35 neti'c transmitter, such asa telephone, is mag Upon this casingis su pported a stirrup-shaped
netically excited along its length in exact cor `,frame b, the two arms of`which are arranged
respondence with the signals, messages, or on opposite sides of a central spindle c. On

speech, delivered to the transmitter, and', fur this spindle is mounted a cylinder d, which
ther, that when the magnetically-excited wire is held stationary by being fastened to the»A
4o is again moved past the electromagnet it will spindle in any suitable way, and thespindle

reprod uce'the said signals, messages,or`speech

in a telephone-receiver connected with the

itself is ‘fixed to the casing.

_ s

`

-e is a bow-shaped frame‘cousisting ofa piece

said electromagnet.
of tubing bent into shape and having its ends
The invention is4 of great importanceífor connected by an arm e', mounted'to turn on

45 _telephonie purposes, as by providinga suit1
able apparatus in combination `ìvith a tele
phone communications can be received by the
'apparatus when the `subscriber is absent,

the spindle c.l .The upperend of the bow has .

1a hearing at the middle of the frame hby
_means of ashort stud 44, which passes through
-"the bow and enters the fraiiîeb. Rotary mo

. whereas upon his return he can cause the- tion is imparted to the bow ë by means of the

5c communications to be repeated by the appa

clockwork in the casing a, which'is provided ,

with awheel 1-3, engaging with a pinion 12 on
Further. the oresentinvenfion will replace the hub of'the ar'm e', A fixed ringl 48, car`

ratus.

'

2

„
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rying two annular electrical contacts 49 on
Aits upper, su rface is arranged immediately be
low the arm e', and said arm is provided with

a spring-mounted-pin 23, adapted tobe forced
into connection with both of said electrical
contacts for the purpose of electrically con
necting them together.

_

l

Upon the surface of the cylinder d is wound

mounted freelylon the`upper end of the spin
die c, and on its under side it has pivoted to
it two weighted levers 18, each of which car
ries a spring forming a brake-shoe resting »

upon thesurface of the fixed spindle c. These
weighted levers are so arranged that centrifu
gal' force will increase the pressure of the

brake-shoes upon the spindle, and so retard
a steel wire g in a uniform helix. On one of~ the rotary motion of the drum 17. 'l‘he drum 7.5
l'o the arms of .thebow e is placed a sleevef, also carries a pair of wings 16, which hare a

adapted to slide freely up and ldown on the retarding elîect upon the rotary motion ofthe

bow, it being held in a fixed relation thereto drum. Thedrum is connected with the bow
by means of a tongue-and-groove connection e by a flexible or yielding connect-ion consist
or in any othersuitable manner.A This sleeve ingof a number of wires l5,which are clamped
has pivoted to it a magnet-holder h, the poles -to the drum by a conical nut 47, engaging
of the magnet therein 'being indicated by z'. with the hub 46 and with the bow by a simi
The magnet-,holder is provided with a' tail lar nut 45, engaging with the end of the stud

pieee k, which is normally pressed upon by

44. ,It will now be seen that when the bow e
a spring Z, tending to force the poles of the -rotates it. will carry the drum 17 -with it.; but 85
magnet o‘ut of contact with the wire g.
owing to the action of the brake 18 and the

.p represents a weight adjustably fixed on

an-arm 0, pivoted to the sleevef. The arm o
is connected with the tail Íc by a spring m.

wings 16 there will be a’ certain amount of
lagging on the part of the drum which will

be permitted by the twisting of the wires 15. 90
The clockwork is normally prevented from
25 tends to throw the magnet-holder toward the rotating by the weight of the armature 11,.
cylinder d, and thus bring the-poles of the which acts upon the brake, as shown in Fig.
magnet into contact with the wire g, in lwhich 1.- The brake is released bythe electromag
operation the spring Z is compressed, so that net l0 in a circuit with battery E and a cut
95
'when the centrifugal force ceases said spring out 14, attached to the frame b.
30 will act upon the tailpiece kA to remove the
The apparatus so far described is a phono
poles of the magnet from the wire g. The graph, the operation of which may be now

Centrifugal force acting upon the weight p

arm 'o has two extensions‘o' and o2, which
serve as stops to limit the movement of the

referred to.

Let it be assumed that speech or sign-als are“
The sleeve is being electrically transmitted over the'circuit
35 also provided with a fingere”, the purpose of containing the magnet t", that the sleeve fis
which will be explained hereinafter. With at the lower end of the bow, and that therma
reference to the magnet 't' it may be stated chine is started by closing the circuit of magthat it may have one or two of its pcie-pieces net l0. The bow e immediately commencesl
arranged to engage the wire g. <If a single to rotate around the cylinder d. When the
pole-piece is used, the end thereof will be speed is snñ’icient, centrifugal' force acting
rounded or made wedge-shaped to _tit between upon the weight p will cause the core of they
two adjacent convolutions of the wire and in magnet t' „to be thrown into- contact with the
weight p in both directions.

- con-tact with beth of them, while if the two .wire g, whereupon the sleeve will be caused to
pole-pieces are used, as is shown in the draw ï slide upward upon the bow owing to the spiral
ings, they may make contact with opposite arrangement of the wire on the cylinder. At
sides of a single convolution of the wire, the the same time the nndulations of current in

ICO

.

IIO

poles being pointed for this purpose, or they the circuit of magnet i will vary the magnet.
may slide in the adjacent grooves between ism of said magnet,`which variations will bev
the wires and straddling one convolution.
successively imparted to the wire g. The 11.5
SQ
The two wires r fr, in which‘the magnet ’i is message may continue until the sleeve. j
connected, lead from the magnet through the ' reaches the elevation of thecut-out 14, where
fopen slot in the bow e, thence u pward- th rough
said hollow bow to a point near the upper end

thereof, where they pass out through a fiar
55 ing nozzle e2, thence around the outside of a

drum 17, through a hole in the side thereof,
and thence upward toa pair of binding-screws
q q, arranged on the opposite sides of the bow
e at its' middle point, the wires being slack

upon the finger o3 on the sleeve strikes said
cut-out and opens the circuit of magnet 10.
Armature 11 then falls'and stops the clock

work, whereupon springl withdraws the poles
of the magnet ¿from wire g and the sleeve

falls by gravity to its lower position. The
brake 18 is adjustable, so that the lagging of 125

the-drum 17 behind the bow e will- be just

between said binding-screws and the opening sufficient to wind the wires r'r' upon the drum
in the drum. From said binding-screws the as the slack in said wires is created by the
wires lead on, respectively, to two insulated upward movement of the sleeve f. 'l‘o re

- rings s and t on the'short stud 44'. Upon each

produce the message which has thusv been
of these rings a contact-spring lu, attached to magnetically recorded, it is only necessary to ,
a block v', rests, and to these springs the main put a receiving-tele hone into circuit with

wires are respectively connected- by means of .magnet t instead o

- tele- '
the binding-screwsq'. The said drum v17 is phone and then startthethetransmitting
machine again,

861,619 v
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whereupon the sleeve will travel up on the steel Wire g in the mannervdescribed the sub- ~
bow and the poles of the magnet will trav scribercan speak into his transmitter and the
erse the Wire g, the successively-varying- mag spirally - wound >steel wire g will be - corre 70
netic condition of -which' will react upon the spondingly magnetically excited. 'l‘liecou rse
core of the magnet and cause the same un of the currentin this case is as follows: lt
dulations of` current to be sent over the line passes from the telephone apparat us through
„ to the receiving-telephone as were previously

sent over ,the line to the magnet from the
transmittitig-telephone.

.

- `

The connection of the apparatus to a tele
phone is shown ip Fig. 6. Aswitch 19 is pro

vided having four terminals 38, 39, 42, .and

the conductor 36, the outer coil of the induc
tion-coils R, the terminals 42 38, and conduc 75
tor 37 back to the transmitter. In exact eor- , ,
responrlenee with the`matt-erspoken into the
transmitter current-s are induced in the inner
induction-coil.- Such currents issue from thc

'l‘hese terminals can be connected with terminals' 2O 2l, pass through the electromag
each other in three different ways' by means `net t', conductor o', terminals 32 33, contact
of the switch-lever._\ In the position shown springs 60 34, and terminals 24 25 back to the `

43.

in the drawings the two terminals 38 and 39 innerinduction-coil. 'l‘he contact. between 6()
are connected together. This position estab and 34 is also eii'eeted by the falling of block
lishes the circuit for the ordinary use of the 41. The electromagnet t is magnetized in
telephone. The current passes through the correspondence with the. matter spoken and
ytransfers its magnetism tothe steel wire y.
20 conductor 35 and the conductor 36 to the tele
phone and th rough the conductor 37 and termi The matter thus fixed can now be transmitted
nals 38 and 39 back to the conductor 40. The over the line by using the third connection
two conductors 35 40 constitute the outgoing that is, by connecting the terminals 42 and 43 90
and return lines. lf the switch-lever is so ofthe switch 19.
If, for example, the message, “The sub
25 adjusted as to connect t-he two terminals 38

and 42, the apparatus can then be used as a scriber is not at home at present, but will -re~
. phonograph, and the transmitting-telephone turn at four o’clock, at which time please ring .
belonging to the same station ,can then be again,” is fixed to the steel wire and a sub
used. To clearly explain this, the course of scriber at some otherst'ation calls the former,
30 the current should be followed when the ter when the contact-pieces 42 43 are connect

minals 38 and 42 are connected.

When the ed together the following circuit will be de

subscriber turns the crank-handle ot his in

scribed: The induced current from the trans

duction apparatus,a current will pass through mitting-station will ûrst pass over t-he con 100
the outer coil of the induction-coils R. The> ductor 35 to the outer coil of the ‘induction
35 current issues from the telephone and passes coils R and then through the terminals 42
overv the conductor'36 to the outer coil of the 43, whereupon it will pass through these to
induction-coils R, then through the terminals the line 40, because the terminal 43 is con
42 to the terminal 38, and over'the conductor nected with the terminal 39. The line-cur 105
37 back to the telephone. A current is then rent willV accordingly not pass through the
40 induced in the inner lcoil of ñthe induction» telephone of the receiving-station, but be
coils R, which will take the following course: cause the contact 23Y is then closed the elec
It passes from the terminal l2O of the inner tromagnet 22 is again excited by the current
coil of the induction-coils R to the electro generated in the inner coil of the induction
magnet, 22, through the contact 23, conduc coils R and the drum d is rotated. The elec
tor 24, and terminal 25 back to the inner tromagnet 't' will slide along the fixed wire g
coil of the induction-coils R. The electro and gradually rise with the sleevefand will
' vmagnet 22 is thus excited'and the armature be magnetized in accordance with the speech
27 attracted, whereupon a weighted block 41 fixed on the wire. The currents induced H5
is released and falls. By this means contact thereby pass from the electromagnet t, Fig.

50 is made between the contact-piece 28 and

7, through the terminals 33, contact-springs

spring 29, whereby the local circuit of the 60 and 34, terminals 24 25 to the inner coil of
battery E is'closed. The circuit is as follows: the induction-coils R, and then through the
The current passes from the battery E through terminals 20 and 21 t0 the electromagnett'. In
the electromagnet 10, contact 14, contact the inner coil of the induction-coils R a curpiece 28, spring,r 29, terminals- 30 31, and back rent is induced corresponding tothe speech
to battery E. The electromagnet 10, Fig. 1, fixed to the steel wire, which current likewise
now attracts the armature 11,»so that the
clockwork is set in motion and the bow e ro

acts in the outer coil of the induction-coils R
and passes thence through the terminals 42 12S

tated. .The sleevef, which has been resting 43 39 to the line conduct-or 40 and back over
¿upon the pin 23, begins t-o‘ rise and the con the conductor 35 into the 'outer coil of the
nection between the contacts 49 is broken. induction-coils R‘f The subscriber at the
'l‘he contact 23 consequently exists only for transmitting-station now hears through his
receiver the message fixed to the steel wire
and knows that inl order to speak with the
eration ofthe clockwork and apparatus. Now subscriber at the receiving-station he must

an instant, so that the circuit of the conduc
tors 20 21 ~22 23 24 25 is open during the' op

during the rise of the sleevefand while the
electromagnet t', Fig. 3,~ is in contact with the

120

.

call him up at four o’clock.

.

In order to demagnetize the steel wire g,

4

861,619

~ Fig. 1, the terminals 30 and 33,`Fig. 7, are the inñuence of said electromagnet and there
connected with `6l and 62, whereupon the fol - by .establishing in said body _successively
-lowing connection is- made: The current varying magneticc'onditions; and ñnallysub’- \

w

.passes from battery E through the terminals` jecting an electrolnagnet connected in a „cir
81 and 32 to the electromagnet fi, through the cuit, successively to the various magnetic
terminals 21 20, inner`coil of the induction conditions established in said body, substan 35
coils R, termina-125, contact-springs 34 60,con- tially as described.
’
tacts 33 62 61 BO, contact-spring 29, contacts
2. The method of recording and reproduc
2514, and electromagnet 10 back to the battery ing speech, signals, &c., which consists in im
E. The electromagnet ?¿is in this position of parting magnetic conditions successively to a

the switch uniformly magnetized by the bat magnetizable body orsurface, said conditions
tery E and demagnetizes thereby the steel varying in accordance with thesound-Waves
wire g on the bow e rotating.
produced by said speech or signalsiand then'
For telegraphic purposes the invention can subjecting;r a reproducing apparatus to said
_also be used with advantage. It is in‘such magnetic conditions successively.
ease only necessary to receive the current
impulses transmitted over the line in the

46

3. The method of storing up simials or mes .45

sages represented by undulating or irregular
electromagnet while it is in contact with the currents, which consists in 'imparting tqvari
param'aguetic body. The paramagnetic body ons portions of a magnetizable body,- inag

may be moved past the electrornagnet, or vice notie conditions corresponding to said undu- .

versm

.

‘

Having described .my invention, I claim
l l. The method of recording and reproduc

ing,Jr speech or signals which consists in im

lating or irregular currents.

.
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.In testimony wher-_eetl have hereunto
signed my name i'n'the presence of two wit'
DGSSES.

pressing upon an electric circuit containing

VALDEMAR PoULsEN. -

an electromagnet, undulations of current cor

responding to the sound-waves of speech orto

thelsignals; simultaneously bringing succes
sive portions of a. magnetizable body under

Witnesses:

`

_

VALDEMAR CHQISTEÈISEN,

~

A

NInLs CHRISTIAN B‘OTCHER.
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